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ABSTRACT
Günter Wallraff’s diaries of his conscription to the Bundeswehr and his belated conscientious objection (1964) were his first publication. He republished them several times in revised form throughout a controversial career extending from industrial reportage in Wir brauchen Dich (1966) to his impersonation of a Turkish ‘guest worker’ in Ganz unten (1985). This article examines how successive versions of Wallraff’s text engaged with evolving debates about conscription and conscientious objection in the FRG for different readers; and it explores how Wallraff drew upon his diaries as a narrative about the origins of his methods at the same time as he revised them in line with current concerns. A first version in the magazine twen in 1964 provided future conscripts with information about conscription and objection following scandal around the abuse of conscripts. Against the background of 1968, his ‘Protokoll aus der Bundeswehr’ (1970) encouraged serving conscripts to emulate his refusal and constructed Wallraff as a ‘participant observer’ after controversy around his methods. His diaries also supported a shift towards satirical impersonation in his work, and in 1992 ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’ offered a definitive version with a view to the text’s literary status and legacy. Wallraff’s Bundeswehr diaries are a fascinating historical and literary document of controversies around the Bundeswehr in Germany and central to the process in which he fashioned himself as a critical figure.

Günter Wallraffs Tagebücher über seine Wehrdienstzeit bei der Bundeswehr und seine nachträgliche Verweigerung aus Gewissensgründen (1964) markieren seine erste Veröffentlichung. Während seiner oft kontroversen schriftstellerischen Arbeit, die sich von der Industriereportage Wir brauchen dich (1966) bis hin zu Ganz unten (1985) erstreckt – für Letzteres schlüpfte er in die Rolle eines türkischen Gastarbeiters – veröffentlichte Wallraff diese Werke mehrmals erneut in jeweils veränderter Form. Dieser Aufsatz untersucht, wie Wallraffs Tagebücher die Geschichte seiner Wehrpflicht vor verschiedenen zeitgeschichtlichen Hintergründen immer wieder neu aufbereiteten und zudem unterschiedlichen Lesergruppen zugänglich machten. Desweiteren untersucht der Artikel, wie Wallraff seine Tagebücher zur erzählerischen Grundlage über die Ursprünge seiner schriftstellerischen  Methoden machte, und wie er gleichzeitig diese Tagebücher in Antwort auf aktuelle politische Fragen immer wieder neu herausgab. Als Folge eines Skandals um die Misshandlung von Wehrpflichtigen entstand 1964 eine erste Version in der Zeitschrift twen, die künftige Wehrdienstleistende kritisch über Wehrpflicht und Wehrdienstverweigerung informieren wollte. Vor dem Hintergrund der Studentenrevolution ermutigte Wallraffs dokumentarischer Erfahrungsbericht ‘Protokoll aus der Bundeswehr’(1970) andere Wehrdienstpflichtige, sich seine eigene Verweigerung als Beispiel zu nehmen. Wallraff verteidigte hier auch seine Methoden, die heftig kritisiert worden waren, indem er sich als lediglich teilnehmender Beobachter darstellte. Später fand die von ihm immer häufiger gebrauchte investigative Methode des satirischen Rollenspiels Legitimation durch seine Bundeswehrtagebücher. Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr von 1992 bietet abschliessend eine definitive Version an, in welcher Wallraff den literarischen Status und den weitgreifenden Einfluss seiner Tagebücher beleuchtet. Wallraffs Texte über seine Wehrdienstzeit sind ein historisches und literarisches Schlüsseldokument, das die kritische Auseinandersetzung mit der Bundeswehr zum Mittelpunkt hat und durch das sich Wallraff als Zeitkritiker immer wieder neu erstehen liess.

In two installments in the left-wing youth magazine twen in 1964, Günter Wallraff published extracts of his diary of spending ten months in the Bundeswehr in 1963 and 1964. In March 1964, in ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ and under the pseudonym Wallmann while still conscripted, he offered snapshots of military life. Under his own name in ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ in May 1964, he related his belated application to become a conscientious objector. He described his refusal to handle weapons, his conflicts with authority, how he was sent for psychiatric treatment and, when his plans to publish were discovered, discharged. 
Wallraff’s Bundeswehr diaries were his first publications and he later identified writing them as fundamental to developing his signature style of undercover reporting in a controversial career extending from industrial reportage in Wir brauchen dich (1966, from 1970 Industriereportagen) to his impersonation of a Turkish ‘guest worker’ in Ganz unten (1985) and beyond. One measure of the diaries’ importance was the fact that he reissued them in successively altered form and with changing accompanying materials. Plans to reprint in 1967 in a volume entitled Atomblitz von links! failed.​[1]​ But in 1970, a revised version, ‘Protokoll aus der Bundeswehr’, opened the anthology Von einem der auszog und das Fürchten lernte. The same text appeared as ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’ in Die Reportagen (1976), and an expanded version of ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’ in Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr (1992). Another measure of the diaries’ importance came in essays and interviews in which Wallraff noted how conscription had shaped his work, starting with ‘Wallraff über Wallraff’ in Von einem der auszog in 1970. As he explained in 2007: ‘Die Undercover-Tätigkeit wurde mir durch das Schockerlebnis bei der Bundeswehr, wo ich mit dem Ehrentitel “abnorme Persönlichkeit”, “Tauglichkeits-Grad VI – für Krieg und Frieden untauglich”, wieder in die Freiheit entlassen wurde, initiiert. Das war die beste Voraussetzung, das zu beginnen, was meine Arbeit ausmacht’.​[2]​ While commentators largely accept Wallraff’s claims about the significance of his conscription, none have noted the multiple versions of his Bundeswehr diares.
This article assesses the significance of Wallraff’s diaries and shows how, in a revision process rendered visible by the successive versions, Wallraff as author and editor inscribed into these fresh meanings both for different readerships and for himself.​[3]​ It shows how, in the versions of 1964 and 1970, Wallraff addressed social and political conflicts around Bundeswehr, which remained controversial long after its establishment in 1955 in the context of the FRG’s entry into NATO and against widespread anti-militarist sentiment. It also examines how the diaries shaped the development of Wallraff’s work in a process whereby he drew on them as a narrative about the origins of his work whilst also revising them to reflect current concerns. Wallraff’s diaries are a fascinating document of the Bundeswehr in the FRG, and significant also for the role they played in his self-fashioning as a critical figure and writer. 
In 1964, the original installments of Wallraff’s diaries promised readers of twen insight into military service and the prospects of conscientious objection. Describing ‘[w]as in der Kaserne passiert’ as ‘Alltag […] für die jungen Deutschen von heute’, ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ invited them to judge from Wallraff’s sketches of his conscription ‘ob Ihnen das gefallen würde’.​[4]​ His narrative of refusal in ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ both sought to support and to challenge their confidence in their right to object. ‘Wenn Sie aus guten Gründen, aus Gewissensgründen, den Wehrdienst verweigern, dann schützt Sie unser Grundgesetz’, the lead paragraph averred, before adding ominously ‘Das heißt: es soll Sie schützen’.​[5]​ 
In twen, Wallraff addressed readers directly as young men facing conscription in several important contexts less than a decade after the establishment of the Bundeswehr. One context was the debate about the introduction of military reforms designed to break with the Wehrmacht and to bind the Bundeswehr to the fledgling democracy of the FRG. Military reform was controversial and, with memories of World War II still fresh, there was significant public interest in how in practice it affected the FRG’s new conscripts. ‘Innere Führung’, comprising moral education, acceptance of the rule of law and the political process, and the construction of new lines of military tradition, became the Bundeswehr’s leadership philosophy; the ‘Staatsbürger in Uniform’ was a soldier who modelled the new values, his rights and responsibilities (women volunteered only from 1975) legally codified from the 1950s.​[6]​ In the army, reform was unpopular with officers trained before 1945, who often favoured outmoded methods, and became less charged only with successive new officer generations. Another context was the introduction of the right to conscientious objection, which also proved contentious. One could apply to object at any time, though late applicants like Wallraff remained conscripted until an appearance before a panel. Moral or political arguments were insufficient; rather, objectors had to demonstrate a religious crisis of conscience.​[7]​ While the Verband der Kriegdienstverweigerer (VK) gave advice, objection was not always well understood. It gained acceptance only with reform of the application system and recognition of objectors’ roles in the social sector in the 1970s, when the civilian service they performed, originally ‘Ziviler Ersatzdienst’, lost its stigma of being secondary to conscription and became ‘Zivildienst’.​[8]​
The immediate trigger for Wallraff’s publications, however, was scandal around the abuse of conscripts, which aggravated conflicts around the military. The death of the conscript Gerd Trimborn in the paratroop training batallion in Nagold after a training march in 1963 prompted revelations about the persistence of practices of ritual abuse originating in military culture before 1945. Officers dubbed such practices ‘Schleiffen’, a term denoting the polishing of gem stones, and conscripts, who were made to squat on their lockers and sing or parade in a crouching ‘duck walk’, as ‘Schickane’ (‘ritual bullying’).​[9]​ The revelations led to officers facing charges. Many contemporary actors viewed them as symptomatic of a failure of military reform, including Vice-Admiral Hellmuth von Heye, the ombudsman responsible for parliamentary supervision of the army, who voiced his alarm in the magazine Quick.​[10]​
Nagold transformed public discourse about the Bundeswehr. Before, media coverage of reform was often sympathetic to complaints about the discipline of conscripts quick to invoke their legal rights.​[11]​ Now it was critical. Nagold also intensified the demand for information among future conscripts and accounts for the ominous, indeed ironic tone of Wallraff’s address to readers of twen. The reassuring image of conscription in official guides like Wissenswertes über die Bundeswehr (1959-) now barely appeared plausible. What was needed was first-hand, inside information. Drawing on interviews with officers and conscripts, Heinz Stuckmann’s Es ist so schön, Soldat zu sein (1964) was one text to address this need. Intriguingly, Stuckmann reproduced a conscription diary published anonymously in twen already in 1960. It author was pessimistic about the Bundeswehr, though acknowledged some genuine commitment to the reform agenda.​[12]​ Nagold, though, demanded fresh insight.
Hans-Hermann Köper, the editor of twen, was also Chair of the VK, and published Wallraff’s diaries too. Thus Wallraff gave a current picture, using also his belated objection to gauge the state of the Bundeswehr. The dated entries ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ concentrated on a few related themes around military training. The focus on ritual abuse is unsurprising after Nagold. The first entry, 19 July 1963, records how conscripts in Wallraff’s cohort choke when, following training against chemical attack, they are forced to sing in their gas masks. An account of physical training on 1 August, the day after a 15km march, echoes the circumstances of Trimborn’s death and ends with conscripts performing the ‘duck walk’. In the first entry, NCOs dub the site of the chemical training the ‘Gaskammer’ (‘gas chamber’), and several entries foreground the Bundeswehr’s continuity with the Wehrmacht and National Socialism.​[13]​ In the ‘gas chamber’ scene, the conscripts’ choking acts out a past that has not been confronted. Failure to confront the past is also underlined by a sketch of Unteroffizier Herold, who was obsessed with the Waffen-SS. The 26 July entry in which conscripts perform military songs including the ‘Lied von den “Grauen Soldaten” [der Bundeswehr]’ suggests continuities of tradition, though without spelling them out.​[14]​ Finally, in an account of nuclear protection training on 13 September, a satirical gaze targets the thinking about ‘tactical’ battlefield nuclear weapons on which Bundeswehr strategists remained fixated even as NATO abandoned it.​[15]​ The Hauptmann offers instruction in measures against nuclear attack: ‘lachen Sie jetzt ruhig darüber, wenn ich Ihnen sage, schon eine vorgehaltene Zeitung schützt’.​[16]​ The Hauptmann grasps the ludicrousness of his claims, which make a mockery of the active cultivation of responsibility that military reform demanded of the ‘Staatsbürger in Uniform’. With its focus on basic training, ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ paints a dismal picture of life in the Bundeswehr behind official rhetoric about reform.
The second installment, ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’, which dispenses with dated entries, focuses on conflicts around Wallraff’s attempt to object. It opens in medias res with an exchange with an officer who rebuts Wallraff’s protestations about his application: ‘Ihre Dienstbezeichnung ist Schütze und so haben Sie sich […] zu melden.’​[17]​ A clash follows over his refusal to accept pay, which he finally sends to his mother. Wallraff then describes how, after decorating it with flowers, the broom handle he carried instead of a weapon was confiscated. Refusing to swear loyalty pits him against the Hauptmann, who accuses him of inciting a comrade to object. Next, the catholic chaplain makes him the ‘acceptable’ proposal – ‘einen annehmbaren Vorschlag’ – of transferring to the paramedics if he drops his application.​[18]​ He rejects this. After an off-duty fall, Wallraff is interviewed by a psychiatrist about his father’s death, consigned to psychiatric treatment and discharged as unfit for duty when his plan to publish his diary emerges.
‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ both reinforces the dismal picture in the first piece and offers a dire outlook on conscientious objection. It constructs Wallraff more actively as the subject of a narrative in which acts of refusal arising from his objection puncture official claims. The ensuing clashes reveal how the Hauptmann illegally reads conscripts’ mail. They show the chaplain’s anti-communism when he defends killing by pointing to ‘die Aggression des Kommunismus’.​[19]​ The application process for objectors is targeted when Wallraff denies inciting his comrade: he had already applied to object and Wallraff had only explained that ‘ohne religiöse Motive’ he would fail.​[20]​ Wallraff’s more assertive stance produces some triumphs. The satirical gaze of his first piece becomes open ridicule when he decorates the broom handle he is made to carry and attacks the emptiness of an oath one cannot refuse (an argument taken from Die Kirschen der Freiheit, Alfred Andersch’s 1952 memoir about his desertion from the Wehrmacht).​[21]​ Finally, Wallraff’s intention to publish secures his discharge, and his second installment affirms this in twen by revealing his own name.
Against the background of political upheaval after 1968, Wallraff revised his diaries as the ‘Protokoll aus der Bundeswehr’ in 1970 for a readership now of serving conscripts and with a growing sense of their importance for his work. They appeared in Von einem der auszog und das Fürchten lernte alongside selections of his industrial and other reportage from the late 1960s and self-reflections entitled ‘Wallraff über Wallraff’. The new title aligned them with the ‘Protokollliteratur’ launched by Erika Runge’s accounts of industrial workers’ experiences in Bottroper Protokolle (1968). This form of documentary literature aimed to give a voice to groups disenfranchised in the public sphere, usually through the transcription of interviews. Significantly in this regard, Wallraff published the ‘Protokoll’ just after ‘Deutschland, deine Bundeswehr’, a series of first-person accounts by conscripts that he had compiled for konkret in 1969.​[22]​
Wallraff prefaced the ‘Protokoll’ with fifteen citations from the Taschenbuch für Wehrpflichtige, the official handbook for conscripts, from his conscription in 1963. These describe military ethos (‘Verantwortungsbewußtsein gegenüber Vorgesetzten und Kameraden’) and the purpose of drill (‘durch Gewöhnung geübt werden’).​[23]​ They also frame the text with a warning about disciplinary consequences of refusing to obey (‘Gehorsamsverweigerung’).​[24]​ The main text begins with the exchange with the officer from ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ and is divided into entries marked by date (starting 1 July 1963 and in contrast to ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’) and place (barracks in Allendorf). Some details from twen are omitted: Wallraff sending his pay to his mother; the questioning by the psychiatrist about his father; and the sketch of Herold’s obsession with the SS. The ‘Protokoll’ also contains amendments. The entry on military songs (now 21 September) confirms that the ‘Lied von den “Grauen Soldaten”’ once referred to the ‘braunen Soldaten’ of the SA.​[25]​ With an image of Frederick the Great on his wall, the Hauptmann accuses Wallraff of inciting two further conscripts to object. The chaplain’s ‘acceptable proposal’ (his office also now contains images of Frederick the Great and St Francis) about joining the paramedics becomes a ‘generous offer’ (‘großzügiges Angebot’), and Wallraff retorts by attacking the church: ‘Die Institution der Kirche hat in der Geschichte oft genug versagt’.​[26]​ 
New passages also feature. The instruction on nuclear protection is followed on 27 July by training in passing orders along a chain in which Wallraff alters his instructions to ‘Atomblitz von links! Kopf in den Sand! Zeitung drauf!’.​[27]​ The chaplain appears earlier with an address to the conscripts (21 August) that underlines his hypocrisy and his anti-communism. Also new is Wallraff’s appearance before the conscientious objection panel (26 September). The cross-interrogation makes him feel like the accused (‘Angeklagte’) rather than the applicant (‘Antragssteller’) and shows the panel’s anti-communism too when Wallraff’s pacifism is ascribed to GDR influence.​[28]​ His account ends by noting the later rejection of his application. This suggests later revision to the entry of the day of the hearing, if indeed the whole passage did not originate later. 
The revised text suggests that Wallraff’s depictions of ritual abuse and the failure of reform had retained their force. Indeed, the ‘Protokoll’ reflects further polarisation of conflicts around the Bundeswehr against the backdrop of the anti-authoritarian student movement of 1968. By 1970, the VK was firmly under the control of the Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund (SDS), the motor of revolt. According to its ‘Aufriss der Bundeswehrkampagne’ (1968), the sham of reform and continuity with the Wehrmacht were established facts. What also now made the Bundeswehr dangerous was the prospect, with new emergency laws (‘Notstandsgesetze’) introduced in 1968, of its deployment to quash domestic protest.​[29]​ Meanwhile, conservatives forced into retreat by Nagold had rallied. Hans Georg von Studnitz’s call in his anti-reform polemic Rettet die Bundeswehr! (1968) to return to traditional military values was echoed by army figures including Albert Schnez, as Generalinspekteur, the Bundeswehr’s senior soldier after 1968.​[30]​
Conscientious objection too had become politicised. 1968 saw annual applications explode from 4000 to almost 12,000, with many politically rather than religiously motivated.​[31]​ Activists sought to expose objection and civilian service as institutions designed to legitimate conscription. The VK mooted mobilising objection in a dual ‘Anti-Bundeswehr-Strategie’.​[32]​ First, turning it into a mass movement would strain the application system. Second, ‘Agitation in den Kasernen’ would undermine the Bundeswehr from within.​[33]​ The VK foresaw politically active conscripts radicalising other soldiers, objecting and urging the others to follow. It admitted, though, that this tactic would require significant political effort, given how swiftly troublemakers would be isolated, and it warned against diverting this from factories, schools and universities.​[34]​
In this climate, the ‘Protokoll’ offered a point of identification for serving conscripts and a narrative of refusal tailored to them. Where the earlier version had ascribed fascination with National Socialism to individuals like Herold and to the NCO class implicated in Nagold generally, the ‘Protokoll’ offered a more systematic critique of the Bundeswehr’s institutional continuity with the Wehrmacht (e.g. spelling out its songbook’s origins). It also highlighted broader historical patterns. The placement of images of Frederick the Great and St Francis were details tying the Hauptmann to a tradition of German militarism and underlining the church’s implication in this tradition at odds with Christian values (a point emphasized by Wallraff’s remark about its failures). The inclusion of the conscientious objection panel too shows the further politicisation. It foregrounds the illegitimacy of a procedure rigged against applicants (‘Ich hatte mir eingebildet, vor einer neutralen Instanz meine Gründe vorbringen zu können’) and turned by political bias into a supporting institution of conscription.​[35]​
If sharper critique aimed to politicise conscripts, Wallraff’s narrative of refusal urged them to emulate him. His subversive example, which echoes the call for agitation within the Bundeswehr, is underlined when the Hauptmann accuses him of inciting further conscripts to object and threatens charges for undermining military discipline (‘Wehrkraftzersetzung’).​[36]​ Alongside his series ‘Deutschland, deine Bundeswehr’ the ‘Protokoll’ also enjoined conscripts to emulate Wallraff by offering a model, in tune with ‘Protokollliteratur’, for experience-based accounts of their own to raise awareness. Part of a proliferation of pieces about conscription in left-wing magazines like konkret, twen and pardon, ‘Deutschland, deine Bundeswehr’ mirrors Wallraff’s concerns. Ritual humiliation was a theme: one conscript told how, after eating a chicken he had grilled for his superiors, he had to climb a tree and cry ‘Kikeriki!’ (a humiliation reproduced among the memories of Roland Diehl, the conflicted assistant to a kidnapped industrialist in Ein Held der inneren Sicherheit, 1981, the first novel in F. C. Delius’s trilogy about the ‘German Autumn’ of 1977).​[37]​ Continuities with past traditions (the Bundeswehr songbook, again) is another theme. The ‘Protokoll’ was not revised to address concerns about the new emergency laws of 1968. Wallraff’s series did, with reports of ‘Planspiele und Einsatzübungen’ against demonstrators that were illegal where they preempted the passing of the legislation.​[38]​ Wallraff’s ‘Protokoll’ indeed became a model for further narratives of refusal, for example, for Jürgen Pomorin’s account of objecting in Rührt euch, Kameraden! Tagebuch eines Wehrpflichtigen (1975).
Wallraff’s remark about feeling like the ‘accused’ before the conscientious objection panel resonates with another circumstance shaping the ‘Protokoll’. In 1969 Wallraff was forced to defend his undercover methods in court. In the ‘Protokoll’ and ‘Wallraff über Wallraff’, he mobilised his diaries in his support. The case concerned ‘Wehe, wenn sie losgelassen’, published in pardon in 1967 and reprinted in 13 unerwünschte Reportagen in 1969. Dealing with preparations by industry to establish security forces with strike-breaking powers ahead of the emergency laws, this piece echoed concerns about the army. Wallraff faced charges of assuming a false title after posing as a government official to question company representatives who divulged their efforts to recruit, in another link, ‘gute junge Leute, die die Wehrpflicht auch hinter sich haben’.​[39]​ In court, Wallraff rejected accusations of trickery and parallels drawn to the notorious robbery committed in Köpenick, Berlin, in 1906 by the cobbler Wilhelm Voigt. Voigt had donned a second-hand military uniform to dupe civic officials into handing over cash, an incident dramatized in Carl Zuckmayer’s play Der Hauptmann von Köpenick, 1931, and Helmut Käutner’s 1956 film version. Rather, Wallraff pointed to the continuity of his undercover methods and to the public interest: ‘[D]ie Methode, […] Sachverhalte aufzudecken, die anders nicht zu erfahren sind, war die gleiche geblieben, und der Zweck der Aufklärung lag im öffentlichen Interesse’.​[40]​ Wallraff was acquitted on the surprising grounds that he had not known he was committing an offence.​[41]​ He repeated his public-interest claims, minus reference to Voigt’s so-called ‘Köpenickiade’, in 1975 when charged with using borrowed papers to infiltrate the Gerling insurance company for Ihr da oben – wir da unten (1973). This time, the sociologist Karl Schumann testified to Wallraff’s use of ‘participant observation’, a qualitative anthropological method for gathering data about groups by participating in them.​[42]​ However, Wallraff was acquitted only on appeal now and with the qualification that the public interest did not automatically justify criminal acts.​[43]​
Parallels between Wallraff’s appearances before the panel in the ‘Protokoll’ and in court in 1969 (and 1975) are plain. In each, he rebutted his interlocutors by pointing to their political biases. As a whole the ‘Protokoll’ also reinforced his claims about the continuity of his work and his intent to reveal hidden truths. The ‘Protokoll’ aligned itself with the incipient tradition of a ‘Protokollliteratur’ designed to give disenfranchised groups a voice, but it also began the perhaps contradictory task of constructing Wallraff as a ‘participant observer’. Where the insertion of fresh detail added depth to his observations, omissions (Wallraff sending pay to his mother, the questioning about his father) depersonalized the focus, diverting it away from Wallraff to interactions in the army. Ascribing to his conscription formative significance for his methods for the first time, ‘Wallraff über Wallraff’ underlined the point. It explained how his diary had given his personal refusal wider focus and crystallised the impulse to make his observations public: ‘Zu Beginn war alles nur in der Ich-Form und ich notierte alles von meinem subjektiven Empfinden her und nur, was mit mir geschah. Allmählich veränderte sich das und ich schrieb auf, was mit den anderen passierte, unabhängig von mir. Ich wurde zum teilnehmenden Beobachter. […] [D]eshalb wurde ich entlassen. Weil ich anfing, Öffentlichkeit herzustellen.’ ​[44]​
With the ‘Protokoll’, Wallraff thus grasped his diaries as a narrative about the origins of his work that he drew upon to justify current concerns while in the process he revised them in line with these concerns. Before turning to the subsequent versions of his diaries, the formative significance that Wallraff ascribed to his diaries for his work merits further comment. Wallraff’s approach to his subjects in Wir brauchen dich and 13 unerwünschte Reportagen confirms the influence of the pieces in twen on later work. Yet here too, as the revisions to the ‘Protokoll’ show, Wallraff wove the successive versions of his diaries into his evolving work in a more fluid dynamic of reciprocal influence.
In Wir brauchen dich in 1966, for example, ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ offered a model for undercover descriptions of factory life and ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ a narrative frame. In an exchange recalling the start of ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’, ‘“Sinter zwo” – Im Stahlwerk’ opens with Wallraff’s induction as a worker in the Thyssen steel works. His conscription blends into his cover story when his manager notes that as an ex-soldier he will value shop-floor ‘Disziplin und Gehorsam’.​[45]​ The choking workers who unclog the sintering machine recall the conscripts in the ‘gas chamber’. If abuse of workers’ rights echoes the mistreatment of conscripts, refusal likewise prompts threats of discipline. In another echo, ‘Am Fließband’ ends with Wallraff’s dismissal from Ford when his plan to publish emerges. His manager denies the dehumanising conditions: ‘[Die] Würde [des Menschen] achten wir über alles, und Sie schreiben solche Artikel’.​[46]​ In 13 unerwünschte Reportagen in 1969 the influence is evident in thematic continuities; more varied investigative approaches make for less predictable narratives. Wallraff’s research in ‘Verbotene Aufrüstung’ into the supply of the army with illegal nerve agents again recalls the ‘gas chamber’. In ‘Tausend Tips zum Überleben’, the public receives similar risible advice about how to protect against nuclear fallout as previously the conscripts. Members of the public are advised here to take to their beds if affected by radiation in order to give their bodies a chance to develop counter-toxins and, better still, to paint their houses white to prevent the radioactivity from entering in the first place. The clerics in ‘Töten um Gottes willen’ and ‘Napalm? Ja und Amen’ recall the army chaplain. The former piece described a retreat for soldiers where priests praised the self-sacrifice of Wehrmacht soldiers killed on the Eastern front, while the latter captured the equivocations with which they met Wallraff’s fictional crisis of conscience as a producer of a component of Napalm gas.
In turn, the influence of Wallraff’s evolving work on his diaries is plain when one notes how the citation of passages from the Taschenbuch für Wehrpflichtige adapted to the ‘Protokoll’ a technique developed in pieces in 13 unerwünschte Reportagen. The use of authentic documents was a technique Wallraff developed in his engagement with documentary literature after the mid-1960s. In 1968, he broke with the conventional literary aesthetics of left-wing writers’ groups like the Gruppe ’61 and helped establish the Werkreis Literatur der Arbeitswelt to explore the potential of documentary literature to illuminate working-class reality.​[47]​ Wallraff distilled his own techniques into his paper ‘Wirkungen in der Praxis’ (1970). Here, the use of authentic documents formed part of a montage technique designed to generate critical insight: ‘Vor allem das Mittel des Kontrastierens, das auf Widersprüche und Brüche in der Realität hinweist, setzt den Leser in die Lage, selbst aus dem ausgearbeiteten Material Schlußfolgerungen zu ziehen’.​[48]​ In the ‘Protokoll’ too, the citations from the Taschenbuch für Wehrpflichtige incorporate this principle, and they illuminate the gap between official claims about the Bundeswehr and the dismal reality Wallraff observed.
The main text of the ‘Protokoll’ remained unaltered until the 1990s. It reappeared alongside the ‘Berichte aus der Bundeswehr’ (now the ‘Kasernenprotokolle’) in Die Reportagen (1976) and in a reedition of Die Reportagen as Befehlsverweigerung: Bundeswehr und Betriebsreportagen in 1984. Here it bore a new title, ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’, which reflected the decline of the urgency around radicalising conscripts. It also bore a subtitle, ‘1. Rollenreportage – unfreiwillig’, which emphasised elements of role-play and satirical impersonation in his work.
Wallraff first described the Bundeswehr as his ‘erste unfreiwillige Rolle’ in 1973.​[49]​ In court in 1969, his defence of his methods had downplayed the aspect of satirical impersonation in them. Returning there in 1975, he admitted his notoriety owed precisely to this aspect and that it offered him protection, not least when Ihr da oben – Wir da unten became a best-seller.​[50]​ In the mid-1970s, his experience of conscription again became a touchstone as he recast a key element of continuity in his work as the performance of an impersonation designed to mock authority as well as elicit hidden truths. Underpinning this process was a search for literary models, notably with a military dimension. Despite Wallraff’s rejection of the comparison, it is hard to imagine that Voigt’s ‘Köpenickiade’, at least in literary and filmic treatments, did not offer a reference point. He also embraced Jaroslav Hašek’s The Good Soldier Švejk (1923).
Wallraff’s diaries always contained satirical elements. His provocative actions echoed tactics used by anti-authoritarian groups of the 1960s to force the state to reveal its repressive character.​[51]​ Satirical impersonation also had precedents here (e.g. Fritz Teufel’s parodies of authority in Kommune I).​[52]​ However, it seems a leap from the diaries to new texts of the mid-1970s in which the impersonation became a focus justified by describing the Bundeswehr as Wallraff’s first ‘role’. A link lay in the donning of a uniform (or other disguise) to exploit and subvert its meanings. In this regard, Wallraff increasingly mobilized satirical and critical energies associated with Zuckmayer’s Der Hauptmann von Köpenick, which lampooned deference to uniforms, and Käutner’s film, which was laced with post-war anti-militarism. In ‘Gerling-Konzern’ (Ihr da oben – wir da unten, 1973) disguise and performance were motors of a satirical confrontation with vested interest, generating situational ironies orchestrated to release in the revelation of a true identity and his antagonists’ realisation that Wallraff had duped them. ‘Gerling-Konzern’ climaxed in a scene staged to show up the insurance giant. Dressed in a porter’s uniform, Wallraff responded to his dismissal after refusing to leave the managers’ canteen by unmasking his disguise live on Swedish television.​[53]​ As a conscript, Wallraff had fought to shed a uniform he had been forced to wear. Now, wearing the porter’s uniform was turned into a self-conscious performance of disguise, provocation and revelation culminating in the spectacle of Wallraff’s public unmasking. 
Situational and dramatic ironies loom larger still in Wallraff’s performance as the BILD reporter Hans Esser in Der Aufmacher (1977). To infiltrate BILD, Wallraff wore a civilian ‘uniform’ (‘500-Mark-Anzug’, ‘Herrenparfum’) to create a suitably brash persona.​[54]​ Wallraff details the dubious journalistic practices he observed, but here and elsewhere extracts from his performance new levels of narrative pleasure. The same goes for his turn as a Turkish ‘guest worker’ in Ganz unten (1985), which began with a dress rehearsal (‘Generalprobe’) to test his disguise.​[55]​ Reference to Hašek’s Švejk gave the performance new layers. Wallraff explained in 1986: ‘“Ich Ali” […ist] ein Typ […], der sich oft sehr närrisch verhält […]. Auch Schwejk hat sich dumm gestellt und lockte die Amts- und Respektpersonen seiner Zeit und seiner Umgebung aus der Alltagsvermummung.’​[56]​ The good-natured, obstructive Švejk offered a link to his conscription with Wallraff noting that Švejk had been a model already then.​[57]​ For Wallraff, the impersonation of ‘Ich Ali’ as a Švejk-like ingénu was a critical tool showing ‘daß die Realität in vielem der Satire überlegen ist’.​[58]​ However, Ganz unten conflated satirical impersonation and participant observation to controversial effect. Interpretative paradigms based on postcolonial theory have shown how it reinforced stereotypes and usurped the experience of the ‘guest workers’ Wallraff claimed to speak for.​[59]​
Wallraff presented a final, definitive version of his diaries in Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr (1992) in the context of a re-edition of his works by Kiepenheuer & Witsch after 1990. Still entitled ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’, they appeared alongside the ‘Kasernenprotokolle’ and new supplementary texts: Heinrich Böll’s ‘Brief an Günter Wallraff’, written for the planned 1967 volume Atomblitz von links!; comment on the Bundeswehr’s post-Cold War role in retired Flottenadmiral Elmar Schmähling’s ‘Aktueller Nachtrag’; and a dialogue with the East German author Jürgen Fuchs. This version restored material from twen that was omitted from the ‘Prokokoll’ (e.g. Unteroffizier Herold, Wallraff’s pay) while retaining material added to the ‘Protokoll’. It included fresh material, beginning with Wallraff’s arrival at the station in Allendorff, where officers sorted ‘die künftigen Soldaten von den Zivilisten’.​[60]​ This material mostly completes the picture of military life, with sketches of training that support claims that conscription honed Wallraff’s observational skills. The failure of reform is apparent again when the Hauptmann’s instruction on ‘Befehl und Gehorsam’ ends up extolling the use of summary executions in the Wehrmacht.​[61]​ Meanwhile, Wallraff’s failure to sit a written weapons test adds to the narrative of refusal.
While the critique of the Bundeswehr is familiar, Wallraff draws continuities to National Socialism more visibly and offers more direct critical commentary, perhaps now for readers for whom the controversies he described were becoming historical. Where the ‘Protokoll’, following ‘Wirkungen in der Praxis’, used contrasts to critical effect, ‘Mein Tagebuch’ is blunt. Describing his refusal to handle weapons, for example, Wallraff blusters: ‘Ich empöre mich über die geforderte Unterwürfigkeit […]. Die Einimpfung des Kadavergehorsams war hauptschuldig an den Verbrechen des Hitlerregimes.’​[62]​ Such outrage was absent from the depersonalized narrative of the ‘Protokoll’ and the point about National Socialist crimes is made forcefully. Where the resonance of the ‘gas chamber’ remains clear, the new opening of the sorting of conscripts from civilians offers a ghostly echo of the selection processes occurring on platforms outside concentration camps. If this reading is correct, it reflects the over-identification with Holocaust victims that for some commentators lent affective force in the 1960s to younger generations’ confrontation with perpetrator generations.​[63]​
Schmähling’s ‘Aktueller Nachtrag’ illuminates the military and political context of republication. Against the backdrop of the incipient debate about the post-Cold War transformation of the Bundeswehr, the diaries for Schmähling marked a call not to betray core constitutional values in an army that still contained backward-looking elements and a warning against creating, in order to support UN peace-keeping missions, a force capable of offensive combat deployments.​[64]​ While Schmähling pointed to the diaries’ ongoing political relevance, other texts in Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr suggested a stronger preooccupation with the literary significance of Wallraff’s text than with intervention in current political debates or their usefulness to readers. ‘Mein Tagebuch’ was not, like the pieces in twen, the work of a novice writer providing readers with insight and information following the scandal of Nagold. Nor was it, like the ‘Protokoll’, a call to emulate his refusal in the heated climate after 1968. Wallraff reaffirmed to Fuchs the importance of the diaries for the development of his work, but his reaffirmation was coloured with the post-unification self-reflection of a figure who had shaped the critical culture of the FRG and who, after Ganz unten, appeared to have stepped back from his controversial style of undercover reporting. With Wallraff recently having citing Švejk as an influence on him, Mein Tagebuch now foregrounded the literary influence of Wallraff’s text. Böll’s ‘Brief an Günter Wallraff’ (originally ‘Brief an einen jungen Nichtkatholiken’ in a 1979 Böll edition) and Wallraff’s admission to Fuchs that his correspondence with Böll had helped protect him recalled Wallraff’s role in providing information for Ende einer Dienstfahrt (1966), Böll’s novella about the trial of a conscript for setting fire to a Bundeswehr jeep. Meanwhile, Fuchs recognised the impact of the ‘Protokoll’ on his accounts, published in the FRG, of his experiences in the Nationale Volksarmee (NVA) of the GDR in Fassonschnitt (1984) and Das Ende einer Feigheit (1988), though in contrast to Wallraff, Fuchs emphasised his conformity, his ‘Mittun und Mitmarschieren’, as a conscript.​[65]​
This article has explored how Wallraff revised and republished his Bundeswehr diaries in different versions during his career. Wallraff’s diaries are fascinating historical documents of controversies around the Bundeswehr, conscription and conscientious objection in the FRG. In successive versions, they also became increasingly important to the process whereby Wallraff fashioned himself as a critical figure, and they served to crystallise his self-understanding as a writer. ‘So leb ich in meiner Kaserne’ and ‘Ich gegen die Bundeswehr’ offered readers of twen in 1964 first-hand experiences of conscription and of trying to object following scandal about the abuse of conscripts. The ‘Protokoll’ in 1970 reflected the entrenchment of positions in debates about the Bundeswehr and encouraged readers constructed as conscripts to emulate Wallraff’s refusal. It also saw Wallraff draw on his diaries as a narrative about the origins of his methods, while at the same time he revised them in line with current concerns. In 1992, a final version of ‘Mein Tagebuch aus der Bundeswehr’ crystallised the influence and legacy of Wallraff’s text. Before 1990, Wallraff indeed shaped the representation of conscription in texts as diverse as F. C. Delius’s Ein Held der inneren Sicherheit (1981) and Jürgen Fuchs’s account of his time in the NVA in Fassonschnitt (1984) and Das Ende einer Feigheit (1988). Today, the deployment of the Bundeswehr in a NATO and/or UN framework in Kosovo and Afghanistan has created new challenges for writers, and Wallraff’s picture of the Bundeswehr seems outdated.​[66]​ However, the influence of his depictions of the treatment of conscripts persists indirectly in works about the NVA inspired by Fuchs, like Christoph D. Brumme’s Tausend Tage (1997) or Joerg Waehner’s Einstrich – Keinstrich: NVA-Tagebuch (2006).​[67]​ Where the Bundeswehr is concerned, Sven Regener’s novel Neue Vahr Süd (2004) has offered both a softer image of conscription before 1990 and an affectionate parody of Wallraff in its plot about Frank Lehmann’s belated conscientious objection.​[68]​ If, as Regener suggests, the pre-unification Bundeswehr has acquired a nostalgic glow, Wallraff’s diaries stand as a reminder of the conflicts which once surrounded it and of Wallraff’s controversial self-fashioning, to which they were central.
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